
wrap it | Design a beautiful wedding centerpiece.1. Fill glass with silk flowers and 
a strand of holiday lights. 2. Use craft glue to adhere decorative pearl trim to the block’s 
edges. 3. Wrap and tie an over-sized bow onto the block as shown.

This will be a day to remember! Adorn the table tops 
with a lovely centerpiece fit for any blushing bride.

honor it (cover) | Create a patriotic display frame for yourself or for a loved one. 
1. Photo copy a flag design onto two transparencies and adhere one to each side of  the block 
using double-sided adhesive. 2. Adhere favorite photo to the front of the block. 3. Embellish 
with metal hearts and transparent stickers. 4. Adhere a thin ribbon to the transparency edges.
5. Wrap a wider ribbon around the block and make a 5-loop bow. 

monogram it | A sweet decorative touch for any little girl’s room. 1. Sponge paint entire 
block using acrylic paint. 2. Once paint is dry, paint initial onto block, with the help of a stencil. 
3. Tie two coordinating ribbons onto block. 4. Attach a gemstone flower using craft glue. 

step-by-step
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no creative block here...
{CREATIVE INSPIRATIONS FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}



etch it or fill it | Have fun crafting these two hip and stylish displays. (Block A) 1. Etch a mod 
flower pattern onto the glass block following manufacturer’s instructions. 2. Adhere pattern paper to the 
backside of the block using double-sided adhesive; tie on ribbon. (Block B) 1. Carefully roll up pattern 
paper that has been adorned with colorful metal brads and slide into the glass block. 2. Pour decorative 
beads into the glass block, as shown.

frame it or paint it | Create an artsy vacation collage. (Block A )1. Pour sand, then shells 
and twigs into glass block. 2. Carefully roll photo to fit inside block and use tweezers to position as 
needed. (Block B) 1. With a permanent black marker draw your under-the-sea scene on backside of 
block, keeping in mind it will be in reverse.. 2. Use acrylic paints to fill in your design. 3. Add water 
and your fishy friend.

materials
6x6 Glass Blocks, Paper, Acrylic Paint

Ribbon, Wooden Knobs, 
Glass Etching Cream, Craft Glue

light it | Design one-of-a-kind 
lighted bookends. 1. Photo copy a black 
and white photo onto vellum paper. 
2. Trim and adhere photo copy to glass 
block using double-sided adhesive, 
making sure hole in glass is at the 
bottom. 3. Wrap ribbon around the block 
and secure. 4. Paint four wood knobs 
black and adhere with craft glue to the 
bottom. 5. Insert a night light socket thru 
the glass block hole to illuminate. 

mix it | A bold statement turned 
modern art. 1. Pour black acrylic paint 
and a brightly colored acrylic paint 
into the glass. 2. Rotate block to move 
the paints to cover the entire inside of 
the block. 3. Add more paint in small 
amounts until full coverage is achieved 
as desired. 4. Let block dry upside down 
allowing excess paint to drain.

collage it | Design an artsy paper 
collage using leftover scrapbook papers and 
ephemera. 1. Collage a design slightly smaller 
then the size of the block front. 2. Adhere 
collage to the block using double-sided 
adhesive. 3. Paint four wood knobs and 
attach to the block bottom using craft glue. 
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